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ABSTRACT
While much has already been written about blockchain applications
and prospects in the FinTech industry, little research has been done
to explore blockchain technology’s user-centric paradigm in
enabling various applications beyond banking. This article is an
effort to contribute to that body of scholarship by exploring
blockchain technology’s potential applications, and their limits, in
areas that intersect with social impact, including human rights.
This article explores whether blockchain technology and its core
operational principles – such as decentralisation, transparency,
equality and accountability – could play a role in limiting undue
online surveillance, censorship and human rights abuses that are
facilitated by the increasing reliance on a few entities that control
access to information online. By doing so, this article aims at
initiating a scholarly curiosity to understand what is possible and
what is to be concerned about when it comes to the potential
impact of blockchain technology on society.
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Introduction

Barely a day passes without a news article predicting a great future or tragic downfall for
cryptocurrencies and their underlying distributed technology, the blockchain.

Originally created by the open-source Bitcoin community to allow reliable peer-to-peer
financial transactions, blockchain technology has made it possible to build a globally func-
tional currency relying on code, without banks or any third-party platforms.

Nowadays, the applications of this internet-based distributed ledger technology are
ranging all the way from simple verification of digital identities to automating multi-
layered payments using complicated smart contracts. The prospect of a future that directly
manages services for users and does away with reliance on powerful intermediaries gen-
erates great hopes, but also fears, that extend well beyond the domain of the FinTech1

industry to areas that may impact the livelihood and rights of people.
Building on the permissionless2 nature of the internet, blockchain technology is one

approach that has the potential to enhance decentralisation, transparency, equality and
accountability on the internet. Yet, one must also acknowledge that the technology
remains relatively untested and may very well hold both familiar and new risks that we
will address in this article. Much like other anonymity-based technologies, blockchain
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technology can be used both for legitimate uses along with malicious ones, such as the
hosting of illicit content and activities.

While much has already been written about blockchain applications and prospects in the
FinTech industry, little research has been done to explore blockchain technology’s user-
centric paradigm in enabling various applications beyond banking. This article is an effort
to contribute to that body of scholarship by exploring blockchain technology’s potential
applications, and their limits, in areas that intersectwith social impact, includinghuman rights.

This article explores whether blockchain technology and its core operational principles –
such as decentralisation, transparency, equality and accountability – could play a role in lim-
iting undue online surveillance, censorship and human rights abuses that are facilitated by
the increasing reliance on a few entities that control access to information online. By doing
so, this article aims to initiate a scholarly curiosity to understand what is possible and what
one might be concerned about when it comes to the potential impact of blockchain tech-
nology on society.

What is the blockchain?

Blockchain technology was first introduced as the underlying structure and mechanism of
Bitcoin, a digital cryptocurrency released in 2009 as an open-source system by a person or
group of people nicknamed Satoshi Nakamoto.

While the increase in computing power, affordability and global expansion of internet
access have set foundations for the growth of cryptocurrencies, their breakout into the
public sphere also has to be understood in the context of a strong public reaction to
the pitfalls of centralised systems and institutions after the 2008 financial crisis (Ito,
Narula, and Ali 2017). This crisis, which some economists consider one of the worst
since the Great Depression, shook people’s trust in traditional financial intermediaries
(Uslaner 2010).

Bitcoin offered a technological response: for the first time ever, people would be able to
carry out large monetary transactions without the need to trust or rely on intermediaries.
Built on the principles of an interconnected and interdependent chain of blocks – with
each block being a record of a cryptographically signed transaction, hence the term ‘block-
chain’ – the trust would shift away from third parties and legacy institutions towards code
and a community-based, open-source, peer-to-peer system of transparency and
accountability.

So what is blockchain technology exactly?
In very simple terms, the blockchain is a distributed digital ledger or accounting book.

Instead of relying on a bank or a lawyer to attest that money was exchanged or that a con-
tract was made, each transaction between members, or nodes, of the blockchain is
securely reflected through strong cryptography as an extra block in a database, of
which all full nodes have a copy. Due to how the blockchain works and is designed, no
single node can defraud or tamper with its content.3 To ensure that everyone is using
the same version of the blockchain and that no conflicting versions emerge, the design
incorporates a system of collective consensus and verification through mining, which is
a way to establish proof of the work.4

What makes blockchain technology unique is its ability to store data immutably without
relying on a central authority. This allows it to preserve its integrity and prevent hacking or
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other manipulation attempts. As such, it has the potential to replace the intermediary and
central entities with code alone that can reliably connect users with each other (Tapscott
and Tapscott 2016).

It is important to note that while Bitcoin was the first application of blockchain technol-
ogy, the term ‘Bitcoin’ should not be used to mean ‘blockchain’, which is a much broader
term. Cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin are but one use of blockchain technology, which
ranges from finance to record-keeping and from tracking the flow of goods to verifying
the identity of citizens. The fundamental common characteristic that all blockchain-
based services share is a design that depends on immutability and decentralisation in
storing data. Yet, a system based on the community cannot work without the community.
Each individual blockchain-based service has its own community that varies depending on
how it is designed and operated. While Bitcoin depends on traders, consumers, miners and
core developers, each other service has its own community members that collectively
create, develop and use it.

One of the latest features of blockchain technology is called ‘smart contracts’, which
can be described as automated computer programs that can be triggered to transfer
digital assets automatically within the same blockchain, upon meeting certain trigger-
ing conditions. A smart contract, which itself is immutable since its code is on the
blockchain, makes it possible to do a host of transactions without any human interven-
tion (Fairfield 2014). Ethereum, which in 2016 became the second most widely used
permissionless blockchain cryptocurrency system, was the first to introduce a smart
contract ecosystem. Some enthusiastic entrepreneurs and governments have started
looking into smart-contract-based applications ranging from decentralised voting to
identity verification and from global money transfers to decentralised fundraising (Pilk-
ington 2016).

The applications of blockchain technology are numerous since they allow disinterme-
diation in ways that can potentially empower people in trade, expression, democratic par-
ticipation, social interaction and financial freedom. Yet as we will see later, there are
challenges and risks that need to be considered and addressed for the technology to
yield an overall positive outcome for society.

A reaction to increased centralisation on the internet

The increased interest in and use of distributed ledger technologies such as the blockchain
need to be understood in contrast with the high concentration of user interactions and
data at the internet’s application layer, such as on search engines, social networks and
content platforms (Internet Society 2014).

Aided by the rise of smartphones and cheaper, easier telecommunication access, the
internet has witnessed tremendous growth since 2000. At the same time, internet users
have gradually turned to a relatively small set of aggregating platforms to retrieve infor-
mation and communicate with one another (Clark et al. 2017). Over time, the internet
became more centralised, which is rather counter-intuitive since decentralisation is the
basis on which the internet was founded.

This development can be observed by the fact that the wealth amassed in the last
dozen years or so mainly benefited a small number of global corporations, whose strategy
was to link internet users to each other by serving as a customer interface.
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Uber, the world’s largest taxi company, owns no vehicles. Facebook, the world’s most popular
media owner, creates no content. Alibaba, the most valuable retailer, has no inventory. And
Airbnb, the world’s largest accommodation provider, owns no real estate. (Goodwin 2016)

Billions of people from all parts of the world have become dependent on the digital
products and services of a small number of global corporations that serve, whether
they want to or not, as choke points for individuals’ personal data, speech and more
(MacKinnon 2017). While internet users remain highly distributed on a global network
of networks, the data these users produce are very much concentrated in the hands of
a few companies.

This interconnectedness is helpful to users since it reduces the time and effort it takes to
access their data or use other online services. It also allows many small businesses to flour-
ish on such platforms and gives some internet users, such as video bloggers, the oppor-
tunity to generate income by monetising content through advertisements and other
methods (Marsden 2010).

However, having such a degree of centralisation is the antithesis of the original promise
of the internet as an open-source and interoperable network with the ability to endure
massive losses to its underlying physical network (Leiner et al. 2009).

The creator of the World Wide Web, Tim Berners-Lee, has publicly called for a return to
some of the earliest ideals of decentralisation:

The web is already decentralised, […] The problem is the dominance of one search engine,
one big social network, one Twitter for microblogging. We don’t have a technology
problem, we have a social problem. (Tim Berners-Lee, as cited in Hardy 2016)

Several examples of cyberattacks and technical failures in recent years have illustrated
that the centralised model is vulnerable to different forms of abuse or malfunction that can
harm individuals, including the right to privacy and freedom of expression.

For example, the Snowden revelations exposed how the U.S. government had direct
access to data from Google, Facebook and other U.S. companies (Landau 2013).
Another example is the 2012 hack of LinkedIn, which compromised over 100 million
user accounts (Paul 2012). On the side of freedom of expression, data from Freedom
House suggests that internet restrictions – including censorship, filtering of content and
harassment of bloggers, to name a few – have been on the rise since at least 2012
(Freedom House 2016).

It is important to consider that in the early 2000s, some attempts to dial back the sever-
ity of centralisation of online content services were made using peer-to-peer (P2P) appli-
cations such as Napster and protocols such as BitTorrent, which helped combat
centralisation by using overlay networks such as Freenet, a unique method of limiting sur-
veillance and control (Clarke et al. 2010). But using such tools also resulted in legal chal-
lenges, mainly in the domain of copyright infringements (Vincents 2007).

Some other technologies focused more on limiting surveillance by internet service pro-
viders (ISPs) and governments. They did so by avoiding the use of companies and instead
by relying on other users as proxies. Among such initiatives is the Tor Project, which was
among the most ambitious open-source projects aimed at creating a blocking-resistant
web experience (Fairfield 2014). Each of those, however, still had their limitations in
terms of man-in-the-middle attacks or exposing some of the users in the network (Chaa-
bane, Manils, and Kaafar 2010).
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Furthermore, a reaction from the powerless against powerful intermediaries cannot
alone explain the early adoption and current uses of blockchain or other distributed tech-
nologies. There are several examples where illegal activities were a factor in using such
technologies. For instance, BitTorrent was found to have been used to exchange child por-
nography (Greenemeier 2011), Tor was attributed with helping create marketplaces for
human trafficking and other crimes (O’Neill 2017) and Bitcoin was the cryptocurrency
used by hackers to extort funds from victims in return for restoring access to valuable
data (Ali, Clarke, and McCorry 2015). In other words, it is important to keep in mind that
technology is not inherently good or bad; rather it creates a set of potentials that are
informed by its core architecture and principles.

Against this backdrop, let us dive in in more detail with some of the promises and pit-
falls of blockchain technology when it comes to its impact on society at large.

Individual autonomy, but for how long?

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights states: ‘Everyone has the right to freedom of
opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference
and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless
of frontiers’ (Article 19, Universal Declaration of Human Rights).

While the internet came a long way in making this a reality, it fell short because a sig-
nificant portion of content and speech are either hosted or routed by intermediaries, who
have de facto power to restrict and control speech and contents. The blockchain technol-
ogy offers to eliminate the need for a central platform altogether, giving individuals the
ultimate power of sending and receiving information without oversight or central control.

In a permissionless blockchain, i.e. one that is open to anyone to participate, individuals
are fully autonomous and can act on their own to send and receive information. As will be
described in a later section, however, this does involve certain consequences such as the
impossibility of enforcing laws or regulations on individual members without having to
affect the whole infrastructure of the blockchain itself. Nonetheless, blockchain technol-
ogy is arguably the first ever innovation where the end users are both at the centre as
well as the periphery of the network. In fact, they are the network.

Blockchain technologymakes it possible to evade forms of repression by authorities that
control online content through ISPs or content platforms. This feature allowed the creation
of a censorship-resistant, Twitter-style social media platform called Twister, and Namecoin,
which is a totally decentralised domain-name registry (Peck 2015). New app platforms such
as Blockstack5 promise full control for users over their data and identity through secure and
decentralised communications. Blockchain technology could also be valuable for music
producers to independently sell their music to end users without having to rely on middle-
men such as agencies or music production companies (Joshi 2017).

Risks of re-centralisation

Yet, one thing we can learn from the internet’s evolution is that a decentralised and dis-
tributed network can be overtaken by market forces and corporations, as was demon-
strated by the likes of Google, Facebook and Amazon. Blockchain technology is not
immune to a similar fate partly because users often prefer convenience to the ability to
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serve as peers in a global blockchain system. This convenience could be provided through
proprietary software in the form of apps on smartphones and computers that can interact
with various blockchains. Some of the biggest IT corporations have already started invest-
ing in blockchain technology (Microsoft n.d.; IBM Corporation 2017).

Furthermore, the practical realities of blockchain-based transactions have led to centra-
lisation mechanisms which are prone to failure and vulnerability. For example, the fact that
cryptocurrencies are traded over exchanges6 seems to shift the role of intermediaries from
traditional banks to such exchanges. In fact, unlike banks, which are mostly fortified with
strict security, exchanges are vulnerable and prone to potential theft through hacking and
malware infection. One example is what happened in February 2014 when MtGox, which
was the largest Bitcoin exchange in the world at the time, reported that 850,000 Bitcoins
belonging to customers were stolen (Decker and Wattenhofer 2014). As of September
2017, that would have amounted to a loss exceeding USD 3.5 billion.

Government resistance

When the internet first emerged, governments initially did not pay much attention. But as
it became a fundamentally impactful force affecting trade, media and communication,
some governments started to resist by imposing restrictions and regulations to limit
how the internet was used (Schneier 2013).

The same may be assumed for blockchain technology, which is still in an early develop-
mental stage comparable to the internet of the early 1990s. Some governments are explor-
ing blockchain and its applications (IBMCorporation 2017)with a view tomake government
servicesmore efficient, while othersmaynot be so keenon the rangeof economic and social
activities potentially taking place on an unregulated and decentralised system, as demon-
strated by the U.S. regulators’ rejection of a Bitcoin exchange traded fund (Hunnicutt and
Chavez-Dreyfuss 2017). In particular, the peer-to-peer functionality highlighted previously
will likely not be welcomed by governments who are committing or sanctioning human
rights abuses or those whowish to maintain a grip on the financial and information sectors.

It is important, however, not to discount the legitimate concerns that many govern-
ments may have when it comes to possible uses of cryptocurrency transactions to
launder money (Stokes 2012), evade taxes (Torpey 2014) and carry out illegal activities
in the black market. While there have already been proposals for ways to mitigate such
abuses (Barber et al. 2012), the risk remains real and could have a substantial negative
impact on societies.

Equality in design, divides in practice

Individuals are often negatively impacted when a particular group or person abuses power
to the detriment of other members of the community. In a permissionless blockchain eco-
system, code is written in a way that does not favour certain individuals or groups over
others. Permissionless blockchains typically rely on open-source code that does not differ-
entiate between users based on social status, ethnicity or any other non-technical charac-
teristics. They do not give particular nodes special privileges or impose conditions before
verifying and executing transactions. This neutrality ensures that all are treated equally
and are not abused by a central or more powerful element.
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Furthermore, blockchains rely on the automated execution of code when agreed con-
ditions are met, giving no room for subjective human interpretation. This comes in stark
contrast to traditional legal frameworks, where the judiciary holds the power to interpret
the law and issue sanctions or remedies. In the offline world, citizens can claim their rights
in courts on the basis of legal provisions. But the judicial system also has its limits: it also
tends to be slow, costly (see also ‘New efficiencies and risks of fragmentation’ section), ter-
ritorial and can sometimes be subject to political influence or control.

A start-up called CrowdJury is using this feature by creating a blockchain-enabled
online platform that crowdsources judicial proceedings from the moment of filing a com-
plaint through the process of evaluation of evidence, and all the way to a virtual trial and
jury verdict (Schiller 2016). Every single member of the blockchain is given equal rights and
obligations in this virtual courtroom.

So, can automated, transparent code execution lead to a more equalitarian justice
system? Not necessarily. First, there is no guarantee that pre-agreed conditions set in
the code would be free from bias or discrimination. Second, the legal system purposefully
leaves a little room for a limited amount of judicial interpretation in some instances, which
can be necessary in complex cases that involve a wide range of variables. Human judge-
ment can sometimes lead to mistakes, but also to fair assessments of complex legal
situations.

Unequal access

What makes blockchain technology challenging to deploy and use effectively in some
parts of the world is the fact that it requires fast and reliable internet access. The
mining activity to verify blockchain transactions also requires significant processing
power. The reality is that parts of the world still suffer from tremendously weak telecom-
munication infrastructures (Mlot 2015). Even developed countries can have inequities that
favour one societal group or location (Riddlesden and Singleton 2014).

The fact that blockchains require distribution of data across various nodes exacerbates
the problem due to the high bandwidth, processing power and storage demands to be an
active node. This divide would naturally result in having some individuals, groups and
regions less likely to reap the benefits of the technology for national services.

Additionally, there is a knowledgedividewhen it comes to creating and using blockchains.
Looking at the major blockchain companies and start-ups around the world, it becomes
apparent that the majority are based in Western countries (Blockchain Daily News 2017).
The code and interfaces created for the blockchain software would therefore be likely to
favour certain cultures and countries. The code would also be optimised to environments
that assume a high degree of resourcefulness such as high bandwidth, storage and proces-
sing capacities, which are often unavailable in many developing countries.

Trust in code and coders

As with the case of any open-source software, there is always a community of core devel-
opers. While blockchains generally do not need to have trusted parties to operate, there is
indeed an element of trust in the code and the people who write it. This may create an
imbalance between the developer community and everyday users.
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Bitcoin, for example, has a core group of developers, originally led by a person or group
of people nicknamed Satoshi Nakamoto. This group is passionate and dedicated enough
to improve the software and apply patches when necessary. The group effort to identify
and quickly address patches through platforms such as the Bitcoin Wiki7 has increased
trust in the system. This did not prevent the exploitation of some vulnerabilities,
however, such as a bug that led to over 184 billion Bitcoins being generated in a trans-
action and sent to two addresses. The bug was soon addressed and the blockchain was
forked8 without those false transactions. Yet, even the new clean version has built-in limit-
ations in terms of scaling, since it can only deal with seven transactions per second. This is
a major scalability limitation if it is to compete with other payment methods such as VISA,
which can have as many as 4000 transactions per second (Scalability n.d.) . New initiatives
such as SegWit and the Lightning Network are meant to help resolve this deficiency, but
there is no consensus within the Bitcoin community as to which solution to use. Yet users
have no choice but to trust in the developers and their decisions.

Another demonstration of the seemingly blind trust that some investors and blockchain
enthusiasts put in the technology was the attack on the first Decentralised Autonomous
Organisation (DAO) project in June 2016. The attack exploited buggy smart contract
code resulting in the loss of over $60 million worth of Ether, the currency used in Ethereum
(Morris 2016). This was followed by other thefts in 2017 that exploited bugs in popular
software used by the Ethereum community leading to the loss of $34 million worth of
Ether (Reiff 2017).

Transparency, accountability and the limits of anonymity

Corruption and human rights violations often thrive in environments of secrecy, infor-
mation asymmetry and opaque communication channels. In stark contrast, blockchains
are designed to bring total transparency to nodes in the system so that every single
piece of information can be traced to its source and followed through with ease.

According to the World Bank, about 1.1 billion people do not have an official recognised
document to prove their identity (Desai 2017). This makes victims of abuse invisible to
society, making it difficult to help them effectively. This is also an issue for refugees
seeking asylum and participation in society.

There are many possible blockchain applications of transparency. For example, just as
it is possible to track a particular good from the producer to the consumer through
blockchain-enabled supply chain applications, it is theoretically possible to identify if
there are missing individuals based on the shared information that exists on a broad
network of nodes connected to the same blockchain or even interoperable blockchains.
Provided that ethical and privacy considerations are taken into account, which are
essential conditions here so as to avoid a scenario of unwanted surveillance, it could
be beneficial to track movements of refugees and asylees to facilitate knowing their
whereabouts and providing them with the help they need. Evidently, another condition
related to this is the ability of refugees to connect to the network, which is an important
challenge.

Concrete blockchain-enabled applications have been created to improve transpar-
ency and traceability to help in fighting human trafficking in the fish (Provenance
2016) and diamond mining (Gadnis and Cronen 2017) industries, tackling child
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exploitation (Forrest 2016) and verifying refugees’ identities using apps installed on their
smartphones in order to enable them to access basic services such as education and
healthcare (Bindi 2017).

The domain of self-sovereign identity has been one of the most hyped in the realm of
non-bitcoin applications of distributed ledger technology. While it holds a lot of potential,
it is important to remember that this is a domain where there are challenges, including the
extent to which personal information would be exposed and possibly subject to attacks
(Miller 2017). To avoid such attacks, efforts such as the DIACC/SecureKey effort in
Canada shows real promise of combining the benefits of the technology with more ident-
ifiable external trust anchors for users (SecureKey 2017).

Another relevant case is the protection of people’s ownership rights of property, with
real estate being one of the most viable areas of application. There are numerous cases in
many countries where land grabs have caused tremendous loss to many lawful owners
since ownership documents can be forged. In a fully transparent and mutually trusted
blockchain-based public distributed ledger of land ownership, it is not possible to
defraud the system and claim land ownership without taking over the blockchain itself.
A demonstration of this application has been under way in the Republic of Georgia
since 2016 and is often referred to as a solid proof of concept demonstrating the potential
of blockchain technology to protect citizens’ property (Bindi 2017). Sweden is also testing
blockchain smart contracts for land registry (Rizzo 2016).

Similarly, it is possible to use blockchains to ensure free and fair elections as votes
would be accounted for and defrauding elections would be very difficult, if not virtually
impossible. In early 2017, an experiment by Nasdaq and e-Residency, a Japanese platform
of electronic citizenship, made a successful experiment using blockchain technology in
carrying out an e-voting process for shareholders (Nasdaq 2017).

Blockchain technology could also be used to detect corruption in government circles
and limit abuses of power in ways that traditional bookkeeping methods cannot. By allow-
ing journalists and other public interest groups open access to public data on the block-
chain, human rights could be a major beneficiary. The data could be used as irrefutable
evidence to expose criminal practices within the state, and hence protect vulnerable com-
munity members.

It is important to note that the degree and implementation of transparency may vary
from one blockchain to another. In permissioned blockchains, it is possible to keep
parts of the data transparent to some nodes while keeping the rest hidden. This can be
crucially important for some businesses and services that rely on confidentiality in trans-
action data. The Hyperledger Fabric9 is one of the blockchain platforms that allows the cre-
ation of permissioned blockchains in which the nodes can be configured to have different
roles and permission settings. Such platforms provide the possibility of covering a wide
variety of blockchain applications with varying degrees and levels of transparency.

From transparency to accountability

When it comes to accountability, smart contracts can take the features of blockchain tech-
nology to the next level. Smart-contract-based projects have been implemented in the
fields of real estate, financial services, predictive markets, privacy and identity, insurance,
entertainment and infrastructure (Cummings 2016).
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Along with other supply-chain-focused use cases, blockchains could also help fight the
spread of counterfeit drugs. To prevent pharmaceutical fraud from victimising millions of
unsuspecting victims, the technology could inform the relevant authorities when counter-
feit medical products are detected at selling points at any pharmacy that has the smart-
contract-enabled software in place (Bajpai 2016). In essence, the blockchain would
provide a single, un-tampered picture of all transactions happening in typically complex
supply chains (including multiple suppliers, vendors and distributors).

Similarly, taking into account privacy considerations, health records of patients kept on
the blockchain could eliminate potential misdiagnosis and identify forms of malpractice by
medical doctors while streamlining the treatment process across medical institutions and
practitioners (Molteni 2017).

It is also easy to imagine a world where detection of corruption at a particular level
could trigger the suspension of a financial transaction or the blocking of a particular
account. The fact that blockchains are immutable makes it possible to preserve evidence
and hold corrupt individuals to account in a court of law.

In a very long-term and maybe hyperbolic vision of the true potential of blockchain
technology, one could go so far as to imagine a world where governments and various
other entities have their full legislations enforced automatically via smart contracts. This
could be possible due to the rapid developments in artificial intelligence, machine learn-
ing, cloud storage, bandwidth and processing power, as well as the proliferation of billions
of devices in the Internet of Things (IoT) communicating among themselves securely and
automating many traditionally manual processes (Huckle et al. 2016).

The limits of anonymity

People often think that Bitcoin or other blockchain-based applications are anonymous, but as
we have seen frommany examples already covered in this article, this is not always the case.

Even in permissionless blockchains that normally do not require the provision of any ID
or personal information to create a wallet and make transactions, personal information
might be exposed when, for example, the owner of cryptocurrency needs to dispense it
for a service or a product. Due to legal and practical requirements, providing personal
information to those wishing to buy services or products with cryptocurrencies is often
necessary. At that point, the anonymity of the person involved would be jeopardised.

Even in the case of ATM machines that exist in several countries as a way to easily pur-
chase Bitcoin using cash or credit cards, there are some precautionary measures taken by
the ATM operators to identify the person using the service. In the case of an ATM machine
in Geneva, for example, a Swiss mobile phone number along with personal information are
required to buy Bitcoins (Guélat 2016). At that point, the wallet in which the Bitcoins are
stored will be linked in the service provider’s database to that particular person. Addition-
ally, CCTV cameras are expected to be installed at ATMs for security purposes.

The main exception to the lack of anonymity may be in the underground criminal
world, often referred to as the darknet, where transactions can take place without
linking personal information to the individual. This explains why the WannaCry ransom-
ware hackers demanded payments by Bitcoin (Symantec 2017). Nonetheless, the
addresses of those hackers can be tracked using any Bitcoin block explorer, which may
lead to the criminals when those Bitcoins are used (Tech Wire Asia 2017).
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New efficiencies and risks of fragmentation

During times of humanitarian disasters or military conflicts, financial aid to buy medication
and other urgently needed supplies often takes too long to reach the victims. Delays
caused by bureaucracy, paperwork or political barriers can potentially lead to irreversible
loss of property, injuries and even death. But by using smart-contract-enabled blockchain
technology, remittances can be sent automatically in a pre-programmed fashion. This
could also be used to help activists receive emergency funds through a rapid response
smart contract. An instantaneous trigger of a transaction to send an emergency fund any-
where around the world is one major advantage that blockchains could provide, and
thereby contribute to humanitarian causes.

While the remittance of instant funds is a straightforward process, there are several
other use cases that could utilise the efficiency of blockchain technology, for example car-
rying out nationwide elections that are fraud resistant and can return prompt, verifiable
results without significant delays. This is possible because of the way data is stored and
optimised to ensure records are kept intact and in order, consistent across nodes
without the need for any extra actions or privileges.

As mentioned earlier, redress mechanisms in response to abuses tend to be slow, influ-
enced by political agendas and generally not accessible to poor and uneducated people.
While legal interpretation might still be needed in many cases, blockchain could be a more
efficient way to track abuses and match them with applicable law.

Fragmentation and limited liquidity

Yet, as blockchain technology generates new efficiencies, some challenges have emerged
regarding interoperability across distributed systems.

The proliferation of blockchains in a rather hype-driven trend has resulted in frag-
mentation of this space with none of the blockchains able to communicate with any
others. The lack of standards and interoperability within this sector is a major obstacle
that prevents the wide adoption of the technology, particularly as each of the block-
chains has its own addressing and transaction mechanism. Work has started in this
space including with Interledger, an open protocol suite developed under the umbrellas
of W3C and IETF – which are open standards development bodies for the web and
internet layers – that aim to bring interoperability across different ledgers used for
payments.10

This challenge plays out clearly when attempting to acquire cryptocurrencies since
each of the exchange services is confined to one of a small subset of blockchains. The
ability to exchange tokens is currently only possible by exchanging one cryptocurrency
with traditional fiat money and then back to the other cryptocurrency. While some services
such as ShapeShift11 are starting to offer limited crypto-to-crypto exchange opportunities
for small fees, this enforces the dependency on third-party software as an intermediary,
which is contrary to the fundamental benefits of blockchains.

Since those difficulties hinder wider adoption of the technology, it leads to fewer users,
which in turn results in lower levels of liquidity and frequent massive swings in price. Price
instability driven from sudden surges in demand or rushed sales can have a detrimental
effect on the trust of users and investors since currencies are most useful when they
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can be exchanged for day-to-day purchases without having to worry too much about price
fluctuations (Houser 2017).

Disruption effects

Whilemuch of the hopes and discourse around blockchain technology focus on its empow-
ering and efficiency effects, there is also a view that the potential trigger of the next financial
crisis could come from the rapidly growing and relatively unchecked and unregulated
blockchain-based FinTech industry that has contributed to the rising market cap of crypto-
currencies reaching well over USD 140 billion as of September 2017 (Magnuson 2017).

It is already well established that technology, through computerisation and automation,
is resulting in the loss ofmany occupations that rely on low-skilled labour (Frey andOsborne
2016). One could argue that blockchain technologywill drive automation to unprecedented
levels, whichwould inevitably lead to the further elimination of jobs inmany newareas such
as those relying on intermediary companies. The repercussions of eliminating the need for
banks, insurance companies and even giant socialmedia companies, for example,may have
enormous economic implications for the employees of those companies. This may have
serious negative implications for companies that are unable to quickly adapt to the
coming wave of blockchain technologies. This perhaps explains the frantic and rapid adop-
tion of blockchain technologies by major global IT corporations and financial institutions.

History has taught us that it is not possible to prevent automation technologies from
replacing jobs. Instead, major changes in educational and training programmes need to
be in place to allow the acquirement of the skills needed to develop, use and maintain
present and future blockchain-enabled systems that are expected to replace the interme-
diaries of today.

Conclusion

Blockchain technology, while only in its infancy, offers the promise of a return to some of
the earlier spirit of the internet; interactions that are peer-to-peer, by the community, with
a strong do-it-yourself culture that does away with the convenience, and downsides, of
centralised commercial services.

As we have seen in this article, a few principles of blockchain technology have rel-
evance in several domains that could impact society at large. Transparency, equality
and autonomy are a few of the characteristics of blockchain technology that could facili-
tate progress in areas such as online identity, human trafficking, corruption, fraud, demo-
cratic participation and freedom of expression. Beyond the application of blockchains to
cryptocurrency, practical use cases have demonstrated the potential to harness code
and provide the community with a new architecture that can bring crowdsourced
accountability in many domains. Distributed architectures offer a glimpse at a possible
future shifting away from commercial communication platforms, where business
models are based on the non-transparent monetisation of user data.

This optimistic outlook, fuelled by a set of use cases, puts an important pressure on the
blockchain to deliver more and more services in a manner that is better for society.

Yet, blockchain technology remains hampered by a set of challenges and risks that cur-
rently prevent it from being more broadly adopted.
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Often portrayed as a ‘trustless’ technology, blockchains actually shift the trust from inter-
mediaries to codeandcoders. The technology is alsonot immune togovernments stepping in
to regulate its use, or to big companies turning the technology into centralised commercial
services, potentially raising risks for expressionandprivacy. Someof themost radical andcrea-
tive applications of blockchain technology, such as those related to eliminating a large set of
intermediaries, would require a change of mindset that goes beyond a simple technological
shift and requires long-term commitments to equip future generations with the knowledge
and skills needed to remain relevant in what will be an increasingly automated future.

To a large extent, the success of blockchain technology will rely as much on us as users,
as a community, as on the technology itself. Technology, after all, is developed for humans
by humans:

Software – like all computer code – is an evolving product of the human mind, and its deploy-
ment is vulnerable to human frailties and divergent ideals. (Popper 2016)

At this stage, blockchain technology is very much about potential, and this is why much
of this article’s content is about start-ups and ideas, someofwhichmay fail. Tomake itsmost
promising features to empower people a reality, it is important to have all relevant stake-
holders understand and shape its evolution. An open mind and a readiness to embrace
radical change is key to a broader understanding of the technology and its potential.

It will be a bumpy ride but the blockchain journey has definitely begun and it is moving
forward rather rapidly. Whether the journey succeeds will depend on how well the disrup-
tive blockchain technology is utilised and how well-prepared society is to receive its bles-
sings and deal with its curses.

Notes

1. FinTech can be defined as software and other technologies that are used to facilitate and assist
in carrying out financial and banking services.

2. Permissioned blockchains, on the other hand, would be restricted to those that have prior per-
mission to use the blockchain. Examples involve private companies, banking systems, regulat-
ory agencies, etc.

3. In the case of Bitcoin, however, a ‘51% attack’ may result in manipulating the public ledger,
although this is highly unlikely without the concentrated power of miners. See https://
learncryptography.com/cryptocurrency/51-attack.

4. A full description of how proof-of-work functions for Bitcoin can be found in Krawisz (2013).
5. See https://blockstack.org.
6. Websites where people can sell, buy or exchange cryptocurrencies against other digital cur-

rencies of fiat money (EUR, USD, etc.)
7. See https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Common_Vulnerabilities_and_Exposures.
8. Forks occur when a copy of source code from one software package is copied into a new inde-

pendent software development project, leading to the creation of new and distinct software.
9. See https://hyperledger-fabric.readthedocs.io/en/latest/.

10. See https://interledger.org.
11. See https://shapeshift.io.
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Notes on contributors

Walid Al-Saqaf is Yemeni, a software developer, an Internet rights advocate and a postdoctoral
researcher at Stockholm University with a passion for promoting a strong and open Internet that
netizens can use to promote democratisation and free speech.

As a computer engineering undergraduate student in the mid-1990s at the Middle East Technical
University in Turkey, Walid designed YemenTimes.com as the first news website in his home
country Yemen. In 2007, he launched YemenPortal.net as the first news aggregator and search
engine of its kind in the Arab world to provide Internet users with the ability to get a wide spectrum
of perspectives from various news sources on Yemen in Arabic and English. When the website was
blocked by the Yemeni government in 2008 due to its open platform that allowed dissident voices to
be heard, he developed Alkasir website censorship mapping circumvention solution, which was
initially used to access YemenPortal.net, but which soon became widely used by Internet users in
many states such as Iran, Syria, China and Saudi Arabia to bypass website filtering in those countries.

Featured by CNN, the Guardian, the Huffington Post and other media, Walid’s work was particularly
useful during the Arab Spring when some authoritarian Arab regimes practised pervasive Internet
filtering of news and social media websites. He has also been active in supporting open Internet
access and online free speech in developing countries through non-technical means such as advo-
cacy campaigns and training. His efforts have earned him recognition through several awards includ-
ing a TED 2012 senior fellowship and Örebro University’s 2010 Democracy Award.

Walid is also engaged in several initiatives to promote innovation and creativity in technology
among the youth as he organised TEDxSanaa 2012 and 2013, founded Sanaa Hub as part of the
Global Shapers Community of the World Economic Forum and co-founded and led Yemen’s Internet
Society Chapter for which he built a robust core team that was able to make ISOC-Yemen one of the
most active chapters in the Middle East. Walid’s unique position as a scholar based in Sweden as well
as a pro-free speech cyber activist and software developer of Arab background have jointly helped
him develop a wide a range of skills and expertise to contribute to technical and policy discussions
around Internet-related issues on several platforms such as ICANN, RIPE, IGF and the World Wide
Web Foundation. This helped him build bridges between developing and developed countries
when it comes to addressing key issues that concern Internet users around the world.

Nicolas Seidler is Senior Policy Advisor at the Internet Society. He joined the organisation in February
2010 and currently leads ISOC’s work on Internet and Human Rights issues. He also engages in key
global Internet governance issues and processes.

Nicolas works with a broad spectrum of international partners, global policy-makers and non-gov-
ernmental stakeholders on a range of Internet issues. In this role, he contributes to ISOC’s engage-
ment with a variety of international and regional organisations such as the ITU, UNESCO, the Human
Rights Council or the Council of Europe. He also plays a key role in coordinating the Internet Tech-
nical Advisory Committee (ITAC) to the OECD.

Nicolas holds a Master’s degree in International Relations from the Graduate Institute of International
and Development Studies (Geneva). He also holds a Master’s degree in Communication and Media
Sciences from the University of Geneva.
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